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Estate Planning Basics
Name, Designations

CLC.1137.09.19

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Estate planning is a crucial part of rounding out your financial plan. People often avoid this step because they assume that estate planning is only for the wealthy, but it’s not. If you have any monetary assets and other property, basic estate planning is essential. Without a plan, you may be leaving your loved ones with the ordeal of trying to settle your estate – a burden that involves stress, costs and delays in distributing assets for months or even years. Fortunately, that’s a burden that you can avoid. Today we’ll explore why you should consider an estate plan and basic elements that it involves.
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“Legacy is not what I did for myself. It's what I'm doing for the next generation.” 

~Vitor Belfort
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The main purpose of 

estate planning                  
is managing an 
individual’s assets                
in the event of their 
death or incapacity.

Avoid probate 
process

Appoint legal 
guardian(s)

Reduce or 
avoid taxes

Ensure family 
privacy

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The main purpose of estate planning is managing an individual’s assets in the event of their death or incapacity. It assures that the distribution of assets is seamless and provides instructions for final wishes and protection for loved ones. Without estate planning, you risk missing the opportunity to reduce or avoid taxes and protect the assets you intend to leave for your loved ones. You also risk your assets going into probate, which is the legal process where a court of law decides who will receive your assets. Probate can be a lengthy and costly process depending on your state’s law. Estate planning can also ensure that your children have the legal guardian of your choice and protects your family privacy. In short – estate planning makes your wishes clear and helps avoid disputes between family members and other entities.  
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Estate Planning Basics

1. Estate Planning Tools

2. Estate Taxes

3. Life Insurance in Estate Planning

4. Getting Started

5. Estate Plan Review

The key to building your legacy starts here.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The key to building your legacy starts here. Today we’ll cover: Estate Planning ToolsEstate TaxesLife Insurance in Estate PlanningHow you can get startedAnd the importance of reviewing your estate plan
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Estate Planning Basics
The key to building your legacy starts here.

1. Estate Planning Tools

2. Estate Taxes

3. Life Insurance in Estate Planning

4. Getting Started

5. Estate Plan Review
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Estate Planning Tools

Put it in writing: secure your wishes with a last will and testament.

• Name the executor and successor executors of your estate

• Designate guardian for minor children or dependents

• Does not override designated beneficiaries of policies

• Does not abolish the terms of an established trust

Outlines your wishes     
for the distribution of 
your property after         
you pass away.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s review the most commonly known estate plan tool first, a will (a.k.a. Last Will and Testament). In general, a will is a document that outlines your intentions about how your property is distributed when you pass away. A will does not become legally enforceable until your death, so it may be changed at any time before your death or mental incompetence. A properly drafted will contains instructions for your personal representative or the executor—the person who will administer your estate. If you die without a will your state laws via probate will dictate how your assets and property will be distributed. In addition to how your assets are distributed, a will allows you to name the executor – the person who will manage your estate – and successor executors of your estate, and to designate a guardian for you minor children or other dependents who are unable to care for themselves. Please note that a will does not override any annuity, life insurance policy, IRA or anything with an already designated beneficiary. It also does not abolish the terms of a trust you’ve established. 
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A legal arrangement 
involving the transfer of 
property to a trustee to 
manage the estate.

Estate Planning Tools

Trust funds are not just for the wealthy. 

• Help avoid probate

• Provide financial support to loved ones

• Maintain privacy

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another common estate planning tool is a trust, which is a legal arrangement involving the transfer of property to a trustee (a person who holds legal title and manages the property for the benefit of one or more individuals). Establishing a trust can help you avoid probate, provide financial support to loved ones, and maintain privacy if your state requires the filing of an inventory of assets in probating your will. There are two types of trusts: a living trust and a testamentary trust. A living trust is one that is effective during your lifetime, but may be revised until your death or even revoked entirely. A testamentary trust is a trust with provisions that are included in your will and does not become effective until your death, when your will is probated by the courts.
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Estate Planning Tools

Trust funds are not just for the wealthy. 

1. Living trust

• Effective during your lifetime

• May be revised or revoked

2. Testamentary trust

• Provisions included in will

• Not effective until death

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 There are two types of trusts: a living trust and a testamentary trust. A living trust is one that is effective during your lifetime, but may be revised until your death or even revoked entirely. A testamentary trust is a trust with provisions that are included in your will and does not become effective until your death, when your will is probated by the courts.
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Estate Planning Tools

Trust funds are not just for the wealthy. 

Revocable Trust

Creator can make changes

Irrevocable Trust

Assets no longer belong to the         
grantor but owned by the trust entity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In addition to the two types, trusts can be set up as revocable or irrevocable. In a revocable trust, the creator of the trust (the “grantor”) can make changes to the trust. In an irrevocable trust, the trust assets no longer belong to the grantor; they are owned by the trust entity. 
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 Professional management and investment of trust property

 Specific conditions on how and when assets will be distributed to heirs, based on your instructions

 Provisions that can help minimize gift and estate taxes

 Distribution of assets to beneficiaries without dealing with the delay, expense and publicity of probate

 Protection for property against any claims from creditors

Estate Planning Tools

Trust funds are not just for the wealthy. 

Benefits of Trusts:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 The benefits of trusts vary according to the type chosen, but most trusts provide the following:Professional management and investment of trust propertySpecific conditions on how and when assets will be distributed to heirs, based on your instructionsProvisions that can help minimize gift and estate taxesDistribution of assets to beneficiaries without dealing with the delay, expense and publicity of probateProtection for property against any claims from creditors
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Estate Planning Tools

Appoint a financial representative through a durable power of attorney.

Authorizes one or more 
individuals to act on 
your behalf on financial,                         
legal and administrative 
matters.

• In the event you are incapacitated

• Does not govern medical or health care decisions.

• Assigned reps can manage taxes, real estate,            
bank accounts, loans and bills

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A durable power of attorney is a document that authorizes one or more individuals to act on your behalf on financial, legal and administrative matters, if you are incapacitated (physically or mentally unable to make these decisions for yourself). The durable power of attorney document typically does not govern medical or health care decisions. Your assigned representative(s) can manage taxes, real estate, bank accounts, loans and bills.
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Estate Planning Tools

To enable loved ones to make medical decisions, establish a living will. 

• No reasonable prospect of recovery based on a 
diagnosis by a qualified medical professional

• Binds health care providers to its instructions
Expresses your desires 
and preferences about 
medical treatment in     
the event you are in        
a terminal medical 
condition.

• Use in conjunction with a durable power of attorney

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While we already covered wills, a living will is another tool you could use in your estate plan. A living will (also known as an advanced health care directive or directive to physicians) is a document that expresses your desires and preferences about medical treatment in the event you are in a terminal medical condition. This could be due to illness, accident, or in a persistent vegetative condition (stroke), with no reasonable prospect of recovery based on the diagnosis of a qualified medical professional(s).  While living wills are allowed in all states, certain formalities may apply for them to be effective. If valid, a living will binds health care providers to its instructions. You may use a living will in conjunction with a durable power of attorney for health care.
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A non-legal document 
written by you to 
provide information 
about your estate.

Estate Planning Tools

Inform your loved ones with a letter of instruction.

• Also known as a “letter of intent”

• Has no legal authority

• Provides information about your estate to executor

• Can include personal messages and wishes to beneficiaries

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A letter of instruction (also known as a letter of intent) is a document written and prepared by you. It has no legal authority. The main purpose of the letter is to provide information about your estate to your executor in a form that is easily understandable. The letter can also include personal messages and wishes to your beneficiaries. This document can serve as a complement to your will with additional information. 
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Estate Planning Tools

Inform your loved ones with a letter of instruction.

Could contain:

 A complete list of all assets 

 Location of important documents and assets

 Instruction on the distribution of lesser-valued possessions/sentimental objects

 List of important contacts (banks, accountants, insurance agents)

 Personal messages for heirs and beneficiaries

 Instructions for caring of pets

 Funeral arrangement instructions

 User IDs and passwords for accounts

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A letter of instruction could contain:A complete list of all assets Location of important documents and assetsInstruction on the distribution of lesser valued possessions/sentimental objectsList of important contacts (banks, accountants, insurance agents)Personal messages for heirs and beneficiariesInstructions for caring of petsFuneral arrangement instructionsUser IDs and passwords for accounts
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Estate Planning Tools

Ensure financial protection with a life insurance policy.

• Death benefit is usually free of income tax

• Permanent products are most common
‒ whole life
‒ universal life
‒ indexed universal life
‒ variable universal life

• Joint life insurance for future estate tax liquidity

Can provide income 
replacement                                  
and protection for 
your family.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The last tool I’d like to cover is life insurance. A life insurance policy can be a powerful tool in your estate plan because it can provide income replacement and protection for your family. The death benefit of a life insurance policy usually passes to the beneficiaries free of income tax, providing the cash your family may need to pay taxes, debts, and other obligations.  Permanent life insurance products are most commonly used in estate planning, and there are different types policies available depending on your specific estate planning needs: whole life, universal life, indexed universal life and variable universal life. When it comes to future estate tax liquidity, joint life insurance (also known as second-to-die insurance) may be the best fit to serve that need. 
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Estate Planning Basics

1. Estate Planning Tools

2. Estate Taxes

3. Life Insurance in Estate Planning

4. Getting Started

5. Estate Plan Review

The key to building your legacy starts here.
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Estate Taxes

The Tax Cuts & Jobs Act of 2017 
established a federal lifetime tax 
exemption amount of $11.18 million 
per person and $22.8 million per 
married couple. 

Unused exemption on the first death may be carried over                                               
to the surviving spouse. This is known as “portability.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For many years, one of the main goals for having an estate plan was to help pay the federal estate taxes that would significantly affect the amount of inheritance your beneficiaries and heirs would receive. And with the passage of The Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of 2017 many people may start to assume that estate taxes are no longer a concern. The Tax Cuts & Jobs Act of 2017 established a federal tax exemption amount of $11.18 million per person (adjusted for inflation). For 2019, the adjusted amount increased the federal tax exemption amount to $11.4 million per person and $22.8 million per married couple. Under the Act, any unused exemption on the first death may be carried over to the surviving spouse. This is known as “portability.” With that large of an exemption and with it adjusting upward for inflation, many individuals may not worry about federal estate taxes which could then diminish the inheritance of their heirs. 
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Estate Taxes

• Personally-owned life insurance policy death benefits
‒ Income from the death benefit will be paid tax-free

• IRAs, 401(k)s, and Pension plans

• The value of sizeable gifts made over time

You may own some         
assets that you may not 
realize will be considered          
a part of your estate.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Furthermore, you may own some assets that you may not realize will be considered a part of your estate but the federal government does. Some examples include:Personally-owned life insurance policy death benefits (although the income from the death benefit will be paid to your beneficiaries tax-free)IRAs, 401(k)s, and Pension plans, andThe value of sizeable gifts made over time If your net taxable estate is more than the applicable exemption, your estate would be subject to the federal estate tax—currently a 40% rate. Some states within the U.S. have state estate taxes or inheritance taxes to consider. If your net taxable estate falls below the exemption amount at this time, don’t forget that the Tax Cuts & Jobs Act of 2017 will “sunset” at the end of 2025. This will result in a return to the 2017 Lifetime Gift Tax Applicable Exclusion Amount of $5,490,000. You’ll need to take into consideration a reasonable growth rate (5%) to project the value of your growing estate at your life expectancy before dismissing possible federal estate taxes. 
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Estate Planning Basics

1. Estate Planning Tools

2. Estate Taxes

3. Life Insurance in Estate Planning

4. Getting Started

5. Estate Plan Review

The key to building your legacy starts here.
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Meet Thomas

Estimated $5,010,580 in estate taxes

Life Insurance in Estate Planning

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now I’d like to review an example of how life insurance can be a pivotal tool for your estate plan. Let’s start by setting the stage: We have Thomas, he’s 59 years old in excellent health. He’s a divorced father of three adult children – all married – and now the grandfather to three grandchildren. It’s estimated that he’ll have $5,010,580 in estate taxes. If he doesn’t act, he risks future federal estate taxes shrinking his estate.
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Gift $130,865 yearly to a new irrevocable life insurance trust 
(ILIT) for 16 years (when he’s 75 years old) using his annual       
gift exclusion, which is $15,000 per beneficiary. 

Total cumulative premiums gifted comes out to $2,093,833.

Meet Thomas

Estimated $5,010,580 in estate taxes

SOLUTION

Life Insurance in Estate Planning

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 The solution? Thomas’ advisors recommended that he gift $130,865 yearly to a new irrevocable life insurance trust (ILIT) for 16 years (when he’s 75 years old) using his annual gift exclusion, which is $15,000 per beneficiary. Total cumulative premiums gifted comes out to $2,093,833.
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Protective Advantage ChoiceSM UL Policy
Guaranteed death benefit: $5,010,580 to age 100

Gift $130,865 yearly to a new irrevocable life insurance trust 
(ILIT) for 16 years (when he’s 75 years old) using his annual       
gift exclusion, which is $15,000 per beneficiary. 

Total cumulative premiums gifted comes out to $2,093,833.

Meet Thomas

Life Insurance in Estate Planning

Estimated $5,010,580 in estate taxes

SOLUTION

Male, Age 59, Preferred Non-Tobacco

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 His trustee will then use the annual gifted amount to purchase a Protective Advantage ChoiceSM UL policy, with a guaranteed death benefit of $5,010,580 to age 100. This way, his heirs should receive at least enough death benefit to cover the estate taxes. 
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Estate Planning Basics

1. Estate Planning Tools

2. Estate Taxes

3. Life Insurance in Estate Planning

4. Getting Started

5. Estate Plan Review

The key to building your legacy starts here.
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Getting Started

Select your estate planning team.

Financial 
advisor

Tax 
professional

Trust 
officer

Insurance 
professional

Some options include:

Attorney

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Depending on your individual situation, starting an estate plan can be an easy or complex task. But one of the first and easiest steps in getting started is contacting your financial professional. Start the conversation by telling them your estate planning needs and concerns. They can help you start forming a team of professionals to best support you. Once the team is selected, they will analyze your assets and liabilities and provide you with a solution to meet your goals and objectives for your estate plan. An estate plan team may include:AttorneyInsurance professionalFinancial advisorTax professionalTrust officer
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Estate Planning Basics

1. Estate Planning Tools

2. Estate Taxes

3. Life Insurance in Estate Planning

4. Getting Started

5. Estate Plan Review

The key to building your legacy starts here.
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Estate Plan Review

Periodically update your plan in conjunction with life events.

Here are some reasons to make an update to your estate plan:

 Death of spouse

 Married or divorced

 Births or adoptions

 Changes in asset values

 Tax law changes

 Relocation to a different state

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once you establish your estate plan, you will need to keep it up to date. You should review your estate plan annually, at a minimum. Changes and events from your life may affect your plan and require updates and revisions, as well as changes in tax and estate laws. Here are some reasons to make an update to your estate plan:Death of spouseMarried or DivorcedBirths or AdoptionsChanges in asset valuesTax law changesRelocation to a different state
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Estate Planning Basics

1. Estate Planning Tools

2.   Estate Taxes

3.   Life Insurance in Estate Planning

4.   Getting Started

5.   Estate Plan Review

The key to building your legacy starts here.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To recap, we covered:The most common estate planning toolsThe impact of the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of 2017 and assets you may not have realized will be considered a part of your estateHow life insurance can be an effective estate planning toolHow you can get started with an estate plan And the importance of reviewing your plan and keeping it up date. 
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Thank you.
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Important Information

This material contains statements regarding the tax treatment of certain financial assets and transactions. These statements represent only our 
current understanding of the law in general and are not to be considered legal or tax advice by purchasers. The tax treatment of life insurance 
and Individual Retirement Accounts (IRAs) are subject to change. Income, estate, gift, and generation skipping tax rules are subject to change            
at any time. Neither Protective Life nor its representatives offer legal or tax advice. Purchasers should consult with their legal or tax advisor 
regarding their individual situations before making any tax-related decisions.

Variable universal life insurance involves the risk of investing in stocks, bonds and other securities, including market, interest rate and credit risk 
and loss of principal. If the investment performance of underlying investments is poorer than expected (or if sufficient premiums are not paid),           
the policy may lapse or not accumulate sufficient value to fund the intended application. Investments in variable universal life insurance policies 
are subject to fees and charges from both the insurance company and the managers of underlying investments. Loans and withdrawals may 
negatively impact policy value, investment performance, death benefit, and any Lapse Protection.

This presentation is intended as general educational information about estate planning.  Purchasers should consult their legal advisor regarding 
their individual situations.

Protective and Protective Life refer to Protective Life Insurance Company (PLICO) and its affiliates, including Protective Life and Annuity 
Insurance Company (PLAIC). Insurance issued by PLICO in all states, except New York, and in New York by PLAIC. PLICO is located in 
Nashville, TN and PLAIC is located in Birmingham, AL. Product availability and features may vary by state. Each company is solely responsible 
for the financial obligations accruing under the policies it issues.
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